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Rooted Game Design Document
Introduction
Rooted is a simulation game where players control a grove of trees within a forest, and create connections
between new trees to help them share resources, communicate, and grow. Rooted is framed as a 4X
command and conquer style of game, where players earn and spend resources in order to grow and help their
forest flourish. Rooted was designed to teach about and simulate Mycorrhizal connections, which allow trees to
communicate and share resources together.

Background
Recent research in ecology has discovered that trees in forests are interconnected by a fungus called
Mycorrhiza, which allows them to share resources such as Carbon and water. Even more incredibly, similar
research has shown that trees can communicate with one another, sending messages and information to one
another, including resistant antibodies for disease, or stress signals during fires or deforestation. The goal of
Rooted is to replicate this experience in a way that simulates the natural phenomenon, while providing a
structured system by which students can engage with the idea in an immediate and understandable way.

Target Audience:
Rooted is designed to be for High School and Undergraduate students in the United States. It is ideally for
educated learners who don’t know much about forestry or tree biology. Some experience in playing digital
games and simulations is preferred. Rooted can make for an excellent classroom activity, or it can be used for
extracurricular play, to help encourage student understanding of concepts and relationships in forestry.

Applications:
Rooted is designed to be used as a tool in a formal educational setting, enabling educators to add goals and
additional scaffolding if needed. We created an assessment mechanic in the form of final score and summary
that is automatically send to the teacher at the end of the session.

Why Rooted is a Simulation:
Rooted is an educational digital experience that allows users to explore how trees in a forest communicate and
share resources. Rooted introduces users to the idea of Mycorrhizal connections, and how they connect trees
in the forest, as well as allowing for interactions within the forest as a system. Rooted is framed around the
research by Suzanne Simard on tree communication, and is as accurate as possible to our current
understanding of these systems. In Rooted, users can create their own forests, form connections between
trees, and face a number of realistic environmental threats. Users will repeatedly engage with the systems and

mechanics of the game to alter their forest, much in the same way that forests adapt
over time in reality. Rooted uses game mechanics such as resource management, phases (levels), points, and
modifications to help make the experience more engaging, and to help the users meaningfully understand the
relationships and objects simulated in the environment.

Learning Objectives:


Primary Objectives:
o

To teach that trees are intelligent and collaborative life forms that are connected and share
information and resources with each other though Mycorrhizal connections

o


To explain Mother Trees sustain surrounding trees, and are essential in long-term forest growth

Secondary Objectives:
o

To show the impacts of climate change and deforestation

o

To teach strategic / long-term thinking

o

To introduce humans as a determining element in forest ecology

o

To educate on obstacles forests as systems encounter

o

To teach systems thinking

o

To teach underlying ecological concepts and terms

Platform:
Rooted will be available on browser, and will be optimized for PC and Mac. This keeps the simulation
streamlined. While we considered the affordances that tablets and touch screens offer to the simulation, we
ultimately decided it is not worth the trade off costs for production and dealing with technological barriers that
might prevent users from accessing the simulation. Most modern education environments have access to
computers and the Internet. Designing this experience as a web-based application enables most of our target
audience easy access and use.

Market Analysis:
There are several games and simulations on the market that resemble Rooted. The closest match is Tyto
Ecology, which is a biome simulation game. Players choose and control which elements of a biome to put
together, and can watch as the resulting ecosystem plays out before their eyes. Rooted is different enough
from Tyto Ecology that I suspect they will not compete directly, and may even complement each other as
instructional tools.
Another game that is similar to Rooted is Eco, a self-described ‘Global Survival Game’ where players control
many elements of an ecology to help the environment flourish in a sustainable way. Although Eco seems like a
fine game, Rooted has a very different vision (it is focused on specifically tree connections, rather than ecology
broadly), and has different mechanics (4X rather than a Minecraft-style first person building game). As such, I

feel confident that there is a place in the market for both types of games. Rooted may
appeal to some learners who prefer a more top-down, strategic approach in games.
There are other ecological simulations related to forestry (such as Forestia and Forestry Simulation 2017), but
they are primarily focused on the human element of forestry. No other games or simulations I have found take
the perspective of the forest itself, nor do any of them address specifically to how trees communicate. Because
the research that inspired this simulation has only come out within the last several years, it has yet to be fully
developed into curriculum at all, let alone a simulation. Because of this, Rooted stands to have a strong
standing in the science education market.
The final category to which Rooted compares is the 4X digital and physical games genre. Games like
Civilization or Hive use similar mechanics to Rooted, but lack the educational slant, as well as the focus on tree
biology as a domain. These games do not have any meaningful overlap outside of their mechanical premises,
and may even serve as a catalyst towards playing one another.

Design
Rooted is a 4X strategy game where players control a section of forest that they can grow by forming new
Mycorrhizal connections, allowing them to connect to other sections of the forest, sharing more and more
resources within their forest.

Storyboard:
Rooted plays as a top-down map with iconic hexes that represent different terrains and threats. Throughout the
simulation, players will add new hexes to their forest, growing from a small grove into a verdant woodland. A
play session is approximately 20 minutes, though it can be shorter in instances where a player is very
successful (described below). In-game time passes at a rate of one year / second, showing learners how long
it takes for these types of effects to happen.
As players continue to grow their forest, they can force themselves to enter a new phase of the game, which
will increase the difficulty of the game, as well as the points earned by the player. This enables experienced
players to challenge themselves and raise their scores by moving into the later stages of the game earlier than
they otherwise would. Comparatively, new players will have a more scaffolded and slow-paced experience,
allowing them to learn the mechanics with less pressure.

Audio Design:
Rooted is scored by soothing forest sounds and simple drum music, which will create a more immersive and
engaging experience, as well as increasing the affective power of the simulation. During a Threat scenario, the
default audio tracks will be replaced with ones specific to the threat, such as the sound of fire crackling and
popping during a Forest Fire, along with more fast-paced and tense music.

Game actions and state changes in the simulation will be cued to specific sounds.
Whenever a player adds a new hex to their forest, or when they upgrade a hex, there will be an associated
sound cue that informs the player, such as the sound of shovel hitting dirt for planting a Sapling, or a groaning
stretch sound when you upgrade a Sapling to an Adult Tree. There will be sound cues for all actions and states
in the game.

Walkthrough
Introduction:
The first time a user logs in to play Rooted, they will be met with an introduction sequence that teaches them
the basic information related to the game, along with a narrative that explains how forests are interconnected.
This sequence will be both educational, and have an affective impact designed to stimulate feelings of
empathy with nature.

Setup Phase:
During this pre-play period, the user can select from a number of different parameters that will alter the
individual conditions of play. Note that there is a cascading effect on the options - the difficulty selected will
influence the available climates, which will influence the available Native Tree types and the types of Disasters
that region might be prone to.


Difficulty: Easy, Medium, Hard, Reality



Climates: Arid, Temperate, Tropical, Sub-Arctic, Desert, Sub-Tropical



Native Trees:



o

Primary - Oak, Fir, Pine, Spruce, Redwood, Sequoia

o

Secondary - Birch, Maple, Hickory

Regional Threats: Climate Change (Hot), Climate Change (Cold), Human Invasion, Pestilence,
Pesticides, Forest Fire, None

Scaffolding:
Play is interrupted throughout the first session to teach users how to play the game, as well as teaching the
educational content about it. Uses large images of game elements and illustrated images side by side to show
how game elements tie into individual phenomenon, and how the simulation’s rules work. During each play
session, the player’s goals will be listed on the side of the screen.

Playing the Game:
The essential play-pattern of Rooted is to plant new Saplings in hexes adjacent to your forest, and then to form
Mycorrhizal connections between them, connecting the resources in the hex to your network of trees. After a
Sapling hex has been connected to a player’s forest, that Sapling can be upgraded into an Adult Tree, and

potentially into a Mother Tree later on. The goal of the game is to collect resources and
expand your forest, growing as many Mother Trees as you can during the play session.
A session of Rooted will be 20 minutes, divided into four phases. As players reach new benchmarks in game
progression, or simply as time passes in the game, the players will be pushed into new phases, where they will
face new challenges, and receive in increasing score multiplier. Each phase will unlock new play options, but
will also increase the number and danger of threats that the player is faced with.

Germination Phase:
Players begin with 1 Mother Tree and 6 Saplings hexes surrounding it. Players will need to grow their Saplings
into Adult Trees, and then plant Saplings in Dirt hexes, and form new Mycorrhizal connections between tree
hexes. During this phase, players will make decisions to grow their forest in a number of different ways. There
will only be a few if any threats present during this phase, depending on the difficulty selected.


Goals:
o

Add new hexes

o

Control at least 3 Mother Tree Tiles

o

Increase your resource flow as much as possible

Growth Phase:
When players pass the 5 minute marker, or when they have 3 Mother Trees in their forest, they will enter the
Growth Phase. In the Growth Phase, players will control numerous resource producers, and will need to
manage how to optimize the collection and spending of resources to make their forest as strong as possible.
Numerous threats will present themselves throughout this phase.


Goals:
o

Add new hexes to your forest

o

Control at least 6 Mother Tree Tiles

o

Resist any threats

o

Modify your forest

Forest Phase:
After 10 minutes, or when they have 6 Mother Trees, players will enter the Forest Phase. The Forest Phase
presents consistent threats of a low-mid level, with some high-level threats mixed in. Players will need to
continue managing growing their forest, while focusing most of their attention on modifying their Mother Trees
to prepare for the greater threats that are presented.


Goals:
o

Add new hexes to your forest

o

Control at least 9 Mother Tree Tiles

o

Modify your forest

o

Resist any threats

Verdant Phase:
After 15 minutes, or when they have 9 Mother Trees, players will enter the Verdant Phase, where major threats
are inevitable, and the player must protect and grow their forest as much as quickly as possible, before the
major threats destroy their forest. During the Verdant Phase of the game, players can also spend a massive
amount of resources to attract Biologists, who can refurbish Exhausted hexes, help protect or heal Endangered
or Threatened hexes, and who offer a powerful bonus to whatever hex they reside in.


Goals:
o

Upgrade your trees to resist threats

o

Control 15 or more Mother Trees (Win Condition)

o

Survive for 20 minutes (Win Condition)

End State:
If a player survives for 20 minutes, if they create 15 Mother Trees, or if their forest is destroyed, then they will
be brought to the end state screen. On this screen, players will see their score, as well as how they earned
their score (which hexes produced the most, which modifications had the greatest impact, etc). The game
interface will inform the player what they performed the best at, and what they needed to improve on. The
score system acts as both feedback for the learner and an embedded assessment that the teacher can use to
see how well students understood the concepts in the simulation. Players will also receive narrative feedback
on the health and quality of their forest, based on its biodiversity, interconnectedness, and which modifications
helped the forest to thrive, offering learners a perspective into what makes for a successful ecosystem.

User Interactions / Mechanics
Forming Mycorrhizal Connections: Throughout the game, players will be able to spend CO2 and Nutrients to
create Mycorrhizal connections to new hexes, thereby adding those hexes to their forest. Players can form a
connection to any hex adjacent to an Adult Tree or a Mother Tree. Players can only connect to hexes that have
Saplings, Adult Trees, or Mother Trees in them. Forming connections to your dominant tree type costs less
than connecting to different types of trees. The more connections that a hex has, it will benefit from a resource
multiplier than increases the amount of CO2, Water, and Nutrients it generates, as well as creating more
efficient pathways for resources, and increasing the speed that resources travel throughout your forest’s
network.
Adding New Connections

Sending Messages Between Trees: Throughout the game, players will distribute resources to different
sections of their forest. If a player wants to upgrade a hex, they will need to allocate the proper amount of
resources to the associated Mother Tree. From the Mother Tree, resources can be distributed to local trees
adjacent to it. These resources can also be sent to trees that are being threatened by challenges. If facing off
against pestilence, fire, etc. the player can send resources to a hex to help increase its resistance for a short
period of time. This is an immediate interaction that costs a disproportionately high amount of resources, but it
helps the forest to resist threats, or heal if damaged.

Upgrading Forest Levels: There are three levels of trees for each type of tree - Saplings, Adult Trees, and
Mother Trees:


Saplings - Saplings are the lowest level of tree. Players begin play with 6 Sapling hexes at the
beginning of the game. Saplings generate a small amount of CO2, Water, and Nutrients per second.
Saplings cannot make connections to other trees, but can be cheaply connected to by Adult Trees.



Adult Trees - Adult Trees are upgraded from Saplings by spending CO2, Nutrients, and Water. Adult
Trees produce more CO2, Water, and Nutrients than Saplings. Adult Trees can create Mycorrhizal
connections to any applicable hex adjacent to them.



Mother Trees - Adult Trees can be upgraded into Mother Trees by spending
large amounts of CO2, Water, and Nutrients. Mother Trees produce a high level of Water, CO2, and
Nutrients. Mother Trees increase the CO2, Water, and Nutrient production of all trees adjacent to them.
Mother Trees can be modified with special attributes that affect all of the trees adjacent to them.

Mother Tree Modifications: Mother Trees can be modified with special traits that they pass on to their
surrounding hexes. These special traits offer unique benefits to the trees that it affects, whether it be offering
them resistance against threats to the forest, or increasing their efficiency at gathering certain resources.
Mother Tree modifications, once purchased, can be shared throughout the forest for a smaller amount of
resources than it cost to purchase.


Example: In my Fir Forest, I upgrade one of my four Mother Trees with the Anti-Pestilence Enzyme
modification for the cost of 100 CO2, 50 Water, and 25 Nutrients. As a result, that Mother Tree and her
surrounding trees each receive a 30% resistance to Pestilence modifier. After purchasing that, if I want
to upgrade one of my other Mother Trees that is Mycorrhizal connected to it, it would only cost me 50
CO2, 25 Water, and 13 Nutrients, because I am transferring the knowledge from one tree to another.

Mother Tree upgrades are an important part to progressing through the game and fighting off whatever threats
are present. Players will need to strategically choose which modifications will help their forest the most in any
given situation. New modifications will become available in each new phase of the game. These will come in
the form of upgrades to previously available modifications (eg: 20% Pestilence Resistance → 50% Pestilence
Resistance), as well as in totally new upgrades that can influence the strategy of the player during the game.
These modifications are based on researched phenomenon, and the names and details of each modification
will have a small section that describes the connection to nature.


Modifications Might Include:
o

Fire Resistance

o

Pestilence Resistance

o

Increased CO2, Water, or Nutrient

o

automatically over time
o

production
o

Forms Mycorrhizal connections

Forms Mycorrhizal connections

Sends messages through the forest
more quickly

o

Ranger / Biologist added to forest

more easily

Resources:
Throughout the game, players will need to manage multiple types of resources that can be spent on different
elements of the game.


Carbon Dioxide (CO2) - CO2 is the primary resource in the game that is used by nearly every
interaction and upgrade throughout the simulation. CO2 is generated by most hexes, and is spent to
upgrade trees, form new connections, or send signals to other parts of the forest.



Water - Water is a secondary resource that is used to upgrade trees, and
purchase modifications in the forest. Water level in a hex also influences the amount of CO2 and
Nutrients that a hex generates. Water generation is influenced by factors such as rain, proximity to a
river, and overall climate.



Nutrients - Nutrients are a secondary resource that is used to form Mycorrhizal connections, upgrade
trees and purchase modifications for your forest. Nutrients are generated by trees over time. Depending
on the chosen environment, Nutrients will likely be the most common bottleneck resource players need
to negotiate around.



Mother Trees - Mother Trees act a population control resource, meaning that players will need to
generate enough Mother Trees to support adding more Adult Trees and Saplings to their forest. Each
Mother Tree can support up to 12 hexes, and all hexes connected to a Mother Tree must be within 2
hexes of it.

Threats: Threats to the forest come in many forms, and the threats that a player will face will be drawn from a
Random Threat table tied to the particular narrative and climate that a player selects. Each narrative and
climate is tied to a number of particular threats. Each Threat has an associated counter-strategy associated
with it, including Mother Tree Modifications that allow the player to deal with the presented threats of the
environment. Some threats players may face include:


Fire



Drought



Disease



Flood



Competition



Logging



Famine



Pestilence

Types of Hexes:


Unknown Hex - This is a hex that has yet to be discovered. Until the player moves closer to this hex, it
is covered by Fog of War. This hex transforms to a regular Soil hex when discovered.



Mystery Hex - This subtype of Unknown Hex has a question mark symbol on it. Until the player
discovers this hex by growing closer to it, it is covered by Fog of War and cannot be determined. This
type of hex can transform to one of three special terrains when approached: Enriched Soil Hex, Water
Hex, or Rock Hex.



Soil Hex - A Soil hex is an unclaimed hex that can have Saplings planted in it.



Rock Hex - A Rock hex is an unclaimed hex that cannot have anything planted on it.



Water Hex - A Water hex is an unclaimed hex that cannot have anything planted on it, but increases
the Water and Nutrient production of all hexes adjacent to it.



Enriched Soil Hex - An Enriched Soil hex will increase the Nutrient and CO2 production of the trees
planted in it.



Sapling Hex - A Sapling Hex is the lowest form of any type of tree of a player claimed hex. Soil or
Enriched Soil hexes can be upgraded to Sapling hexes by creating a Mycorrhizal connection to that
hex. Sapling hexes have few defenses, and will likely be unable to defend themselves against a threat.



Adult Tree Hex - An Adult Tree hex is the second level of player claimed
hexes. Adult Trees can create Mycorrhizal connections to new hexes. Adult Trees have more health
and resistance to threats, and generate a moderate amount of resources over time. Adult Trees will be
the bulk of most Forests.



Mother Tree Hex - Mother Trees are the highest level of player claimed Tree hexes, and act as hubs
for resources in the forest. Mother Tree hexes anchor together the forest, and allow the player to
expand their forest both physically, and in capacity. Players can only have so many Mother Trees in
their forest, so protecting them is a core element towards reaching the end of the simulation, as well as
attaining a high score. Mother Trees are highly resilient and have high defenses, but losing a Mother
Tree to a threat can have potentially disastrous results on a player’s game, as it would cut off the path a
player has to get resources to hexes.



Endangered Hexes - Endangered hexes have a flashing red border instead of a white border.
Endangered hexes are currently being affected by a nearby Threatened hex, and may soon (within 1-2
minutes) become a Threatened hex if the player does not send resources to help resist the threat.
Endangered hexes produce 50% of their normal resources, but can be returned to normal by sending
enough resources to the Endangered hex.



Threatened Hexes - Threatened hexes are hexes that are currently being affected by threats, and
produce no resources as a result. Threatened hexes need to have lots of resources diverted towards
them to fight off the threat, otherwise the forest will be destroyed, turning the hex into an Extinguished
hex, and the threat will spread to adjacent hexes, causing them to become Threatened hexes.



Extinguished Hex - If a hex remains threatened for over a minute, that hex and all connections to it will
be destroyed, and it will become an unclaimed Extinguished hex. An Extinguished hex produces no
resources, and cannot be connected to. Extinguished hexes become Soil hexes after 2-3 minutes, or if
a player has a Biologist or Ranger restore the hex.

Theoretical Foundations


Constructivism - Because many of the theories and foundations we grounded Rooted in were
constructivist in nature, we decided to use constructivism and student-centered learning as one of the
core principles for our simulation. We wanted students to construct their own knowledge of the
relationships between game objects and elements, and come to discover the deeper lessons on their
own. Although playing Rooted would certainly benefit by an accompanying lecture on the subject, the
game stands on its own as an educational platform where learners can engage with tree and forest
ecology lessons.



The Games for Learning Principle - Rooted is as much a game as it is a simulation. Throughout the
experience, players will be using a playful, goal-driven, interactive setting to learn and explore in a safe
space, where they can try different strategies and learn without fear of failure. By using game elements

such as points, resource management, and feedback systems, Rooted is more
engaging and rewarding to play, thus encouraging deeper processing and better learning.


The Guided Discovery Principle - Rooted uses the Guided Discovery Principle as one of its
theoretical foundations because the simulation is a heavily scaffolded discovery experience, where
users are free to explore the environment however they choose. However, the nature of the game, and
the play patterns it affords clearly guides players in a direction to complete the tasks as attended.
Furthermore, there are numerous feedback systems and educational prompts and supports that teach
the player information that is both educational about ecology, and is relevant and helpful information
related to succeeding in the simulation.



Affective Learning Theory - One of the design goals of Rooted was to offer an emotionally affective
experience that would help students to have deeper and more meaningful processing of the content,
and to offer a different perspective on ecology than most people usually encounter, taking the
perspective of the trees. We used elements such as color, iconic symbolism, feedback, interactions,
and sound to influence the player's emotional engagement level, and encourage positive, reflective
emotions.



Anchored Instruction Principle - People are not good at thinking about large problems in the
abstract. When considering threats such as global warming or deforestation, it’s easier to think about
the threats in individualized situations. Rooted offers players an opportunity to see these threats in an
immediate way as problems they themselves will have to face during the course of the game. This
provides an anchored, affective learning opportunity to connect these lessons and ideas to the real
world.
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